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THEPROJECT

EuropeanaPhotography is an EU-funded digitization project,aimed at enriching Europeana -
the digital library of European cultural heritage -with highlights of early photography.
By contributing 430.000 digitized photographic images,dating from1839 till 1939,
EuropeanaPhotography fills a gap in the database and offers a unique insight into European
historywith some of the finest examples of the first 100 years of photographic history.
The project unites 19 partners from13member states: institutionswith a publicmission -
such as archives,museums and universities - aswell as private photo agencies.
This uniquely blended consortium serves as an innovativemodel for cooperation,
demonstrating howboth sectors can benefit fromparticipating in Europeana.
FromApril 2014 onwards,EuropeanaPhotography proudly presents the exhibition:
AllOurYesterdays.LifeThrough theLensofEurope’sFirstPhotographers (1839-1939).
With the camera as a timemachine - framing the present,documenting the past and showing
a glimpse of the future -men (andwomen!) have, throughout the history of photography,
captured their world from itsmost beautiful angles aswell as its darkest side.
To re-build these stories through a kaleidoscope of early photographicmasterpieces,
a collection has been compiled from the holdings of 17 partner archives.
These exquisite - and often unseen - images of aworld in change,showcase themastery
and art of theworld’s very first photographers.
As an exhibition destined to travel throughout Europe, this collectionwill be displayed in
different historical settings,butwith a contemporary twist,usingmultimedia,state-of-the-art
digitization and printing techniques and offering a virtual extension to the on-site experience.

PROJECT ID
NAME
EuropeanaPhotography - EUROPEANAncient PHOTOgraphic vintaGe
repositoRies of digitAlized Pictures of Historic qualitY
FUNDING
Competitiveness and Innovation Framework Program (CIP) of the European
Commission
AREA
CIP-ICT-PSP.2011.2.2 - Digitizing content for Europeana
REFERENCENUMBER
297158
EXECUTION
1 February 2012 -31 January 2015
www.europeana-photography.eu | www.europeana.eu



more as Europe’s single access point to our commonheritage.
Europeana strives for cultural resources preserved in
Europeanmemory institutions to be exposed to theworld,
accessible anytime and anywhere. It enables culture lovers,
students and researchers to not only find trusted content
through Europeana‘smain gateway (www.europeana.eu),but
also through other projects belonging to its ecosystem,
focusing on specific themes.Europeana Collections 1914-1918, for
instance:a digital collection distilled fromnational library
holdings,commemorating the centenary of the start ofWorld
War I.Or the European Film Gateway 1914, focusing on film- and
non-filmmaterial related to the same theme.And soonwewill
be able to go on a digital journey through Europe’s historic
newspapers,made available through the Europeana
Newspapersproject.
In thisway,Europeana allows people to explore the digital
resources of Europeanmuseums, libraries,archives and even
private collections,promoting discovery and networking
opportunities in amultilingual spacewhere users can engage,
share and be inspired by the rich diversity of our cultural and
scientific heritage.

GIUSEPPEABBAMONTE

Director ofMedia&DataDirectorate
EuropeanCommission

Directorate-General for CommunicationsNetworks,
Content andTechnology

The views expressed in the foreword are the sole responsibility of
the author and in no way represent the view of the European
Commission and its services.

EuropeanaPhotography discloses Europe’s photographic
heritage by putting online someof themost prestigious digital
collections fromarchives,public libraries,museums and
private photo agencies,covering 100 years of photography,
from1839– the first examples of images by FoxTalbot and
Daguerre – to the beginning ofWorldWar II.
The EuropeanaPhotography collection documents historical
moments of European life, landscapes and people,social and
economic changes,architecture and fashion.This content is
organised in thematic groups using four categories:places
(with a focus on cityscapes– such as the transformation of
Paris byHaussmann and of Barcelona byGaudi – aswell as
landscapes,such as the countryside in Europe in the 1800s),
people (portraits of – among others –QueenVictoria, the
Popes,Garibaldi,Coco Chanel),events (political events,such
as the Paris Commune, local and civil wars, royal weddings)
and ‘trends‘or ‘movements‘ (the industrial revolution,
women‘s emancipation,artmovements,geographic
explorations).Moreover, the project has launched a public
campaign,aiming to ‘crowdsource’hitherto undisclosed bits
of Europe’s commonpast by engaging its citizens to collect
old family pictures,and submit them for digitization by the
project team.
This unique content ismade available by
EuropeanaPhotography to be discovered and re-used through
digital tools:everyone can nowbrowse through the collection
and share images or information via social networks,wikis,
blogs,mash-ups and other tools supported by increasingly
mobile platforms,APIs andApps.We all knowhowpowerful
the internet can be to spread knowledge and culture,with its
unprecedentedways of linking.
The exhibitionAll Our Yesterdays: Life through the lens of Europe‘s
first photographers (1839-1939) in Pisa (April – June 2014) and
Leuven (January – February 2015), is an additional window for
the project to showhowearly photographywas a privileged
witness of the lives of our ancestors.Themost fortunate
among uswill have the opportunity to visit these events on-
site,but the virtual exhibition atwww.earlyphotography.eu is
there for everyone to enjoy.
These venturesmakeEuropeanaPhotography an important
contributor to Europeana, that is establishing itselfmore and
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TIMELINE:ANEARLY
HISTORYOFPHOTOGRAPHY

5th-4th CENTURYB.C.

Chinese and Greek
philosophers describe
the basic principles
of optics and camera.

19th CENTURY

1900•Kodak introduces
theBrownie:the firstmass
market camera.

1907•The autochrome
plate becomes the first
commercially successful
colour photographyproduct.

1909•Kodakannounces
a 35mm‘safety’motion
picture filmonanacetate
base as an alternative
for the highly flammable
nitrate base.

1913•OskarBarnackbuilds
a prototype 35mmcamera
using 35mmcine film.

1925•TheLeica I is brought
into production.

1927•GeneralElectric
invents themodern
flashbulb.

1928•PaulFranke
&ReinholdHeidecke
develop theRolleiflex
medium formatTLR.

1935• Introduction
of theKodachromecolour
slide film.

1939•Agfacolor negative
andpositive 35mmcolour
filmcome into use for
professionalmotion pictures
(not yet for paper prints)

1939– Introduction of the
View-Master 3-D viewer.

17thCENTURY

1666 • IsaacNewton
discovers thatwhite
light is composed
of different colours.

18thCENTURY

1725 • JoannSchulze
discovers that silver
salts darkenby
the action of light.

19thCENTURY

1802 •ThomasWedgwood
obtains non-permanent
copies of outlines of objects
by bringing them into
contactwith a sheet
impregnatedwith a silver
nitrate solution.

1816 •NicéphoreNiépce
succeeds in producing
negative photographs,but
fails to secure fixation to
stop them fromdarkening
whenexposed to light.

1826 • After experimenting
for several years,Niépce
produces the earliest
surviving photograph:a
landscapepicture entitled
Point de vue du Gras.
It required camera exposure
for at least eight hours and
probably even several days.

1832 •CharlesWheatstone
defines theprinciple
of the stereoscopic image
andperforms the first
demonstrations.

1835•WilliamFoxTalbot
producesdurable silver
chloride camera negatives
onpaper and invents the
two-stepnegative/positive
procedure.

1839•LouisDaguerre
presents his daguerreotype
process,whichproduces
highly detailed permanent
photographs on
silver-plated sheets of
copper.Daguerre’s process
is soonusedworldwide,
andphotography enters
public consciousness.

1839•WilliamFoxTalbot
introduceshis paper-based
photogenic drawing
process,but its results are
not as clear anddetailed
as thedaguerreotype.

1840•JohnHerschel,
the discoverer of fixing
agent (1819), invents the
cyanotype:a printedpaper
madewith iron salts.
Used from1880 to 1939.

1840 • First lens designed
specifically for
photographic purposesby
Hungarian-bornJózeph
Petzval (1807-1891).

1841•WilliamFoxTalbot
introduces an improved
andpatented calotype
(or talbotype) paper
negative process,requiring
far less exposure time.

1843•DavidOctaviusHill
andRobertAdamson
begin to use calotypes
for portrait photography.

1844•WilliamFoxTalbot
publishes The pencil of
Nature: the first bookwith
photographic illustrations.

1848•EdmondBecquerel
produces the first
full-colour photographs.

1850•LouisDésiré
Blanquard-Evrardproposes
the use of albumen for
printing,which remains
commonpractice in
the next 40 years.

1851• Introduction of
thewet collodionprocess
byFrederickScottArcher.
Imagesnow require only
twoor three seconds
of light exposure.
The collodionprocess
boosts thepopularity
of photography!

1851• In France,the
MissionsHéliographiques
are established:a project
involving thephotographic
documentation of
landmarks andmonuments
with a view to restoration.

1852•Thebrothers
Leopolde,Giuseppe and
RomualdoAlinari found
aphotographicworkshop
specializing in portraits
andphotos of art
andmonuments.

1854•André-Adolphe-
EugèneDisdéri is credited
with the introduction of the
‘carte de visite’:printed on
albumenpaper, images are
cut apart and glued to
calling-card-sizemounts.

1855•RogerFenton
photographs theCrimean
War using aportable
darkroom inside
of a caravan.

1855•Birth of stereoscopic
imaging.

1857•FrancisFrith
photographs in Egypt
and establishes
apostcard business.

1859•Nadar (Gaspard-
FélixTournachon)portrays
theParis underground
using battery powered
arc lamps.

1861•SirJamesMaxwell
produces the first colour
photograph.

1862•Nadarshoots the
city of Paris from the air.

1863•JuliaMargaret
Cameron starts using long
lenses for her portraitwork.

1865•Photographs
andphotographic negatives
are henceforth protected
by copyright.

1868•LouisDucosdu
Hauronpatents his
numerous ideas for colour
photographybasedon
the three-colour principle.

1871•RichardMaddox
invents the gelatin
emulsion:now,negatives
no longer have to be
immediately developed.

1878•Eadweard
Muybridgeuses a row
of cameraswith
trip-wires to create a
high-speedphotographic
analysis of a galloping
horse.

1880• Invention of the
collodion aristotype,a print
madeby contact (George
WhartonSimpson,Paul
Eduard Liesegang and
JohannBaptist Obernetter),
of the platinotype (William
Willis andAlfredClements)
and the letterpress halftone
- awidely used
photomechanical process.

1882•WilliamAbney
invents the gelatin
aristotype,a printmade
by contact.

1882–Start of the
production of
orthochromatic plates.

1885•PeterMawdsley
develops gelatinDOP
(gelatin silver bromide
developing paper).

1887•JohnCarbutt
introduces cellulose nitrate
filmona stiff plate.

1888•TheKodak
n°1box camera,the first
easy-to-use camera,
is launchedwith the slogan
“Youpress thebutton,
wedo the rest”.

1889•The first
commercially available
transparent celluloid roll
film is developedby
EastmanCompany, later
renamedEastmanKodak
Company and commonly
knownasKodak.

1895•AugusteandLouis
Lumière invent the
cinématographe.
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1990s.
THEDIGITALAGE

A thirdmilestone in photographic history is the
establishment of a ‘digital path’ from the 1990s onwards.
As photography is - and always has been - driven by
technology, the digital era brought aboutmajor changes
in its practice and functions.Digital photo processing
applicationsmade the actual printing of images redundant
for professional studio photographers,photojournalists,
fashion photographers and artists,as they could now
simply scan images directly into a design.Soon, these
professionalswere not even using film anymore:employing
electronic photo detectors to capture an image,digital
cameras allowed for the exposure on photographic film to
be omitted from the photographic process. Instead, images
were digitized and digitally stored on the go, ready for
digital processing,viewing,digital publishing or printing.
The assets of digital photography – faster,cheaper and
more flexible than its analogue ancestor – quickly turned
it into a universal practice, to be adapted by amateur
photographers all over theworld as soon as the first
commercially available digital camera (DycamModel 1)
was launched. In themeantime, forms of digital imaging
other than digital processing and photographing took off
aswell,with digital images being created by non-
photographic equipment such as computer tomography
(CT) scanners and radio telescopes.
Today, the lighting,optics, resolution,dynamic range,
storage capacity and display of professional digital
cameras are continuously improved,enabling a sharpness
and accuracy,a range of effects and creative possibilities
that defy the imagination.Good-quality digital cameras are
at everyone’s disposal now,outselling film cameras since
2003.Moreover,as a camera is integrated inmost of
today’s smartphones, the photographic image has
become–more than ever – a tool to document our lives.
Contrary to the roots of photography,however,where the
fixation of the result was quintessential, the nature of
digital images is non-permanent and transitory:a
development that is once again revolutionizing our attitude
towards photography.Digital image storage and processing
possibilities are continuously expanding, rapidly turning
existingmedia and software obsolete or inaccessible.
In spite of the fact that,never before,such a substantial
part of ourworld has been captured in photographs,a
historical vacuumcould be the outcome:arewe still taking
enough care of the preservation of our yesterdays today…?
Newstrategies are needed tomake surewe cover
our tracks,allowing us to rediscover our pastwhenever
the future calls for it.

1830s.
SEEDSOF INVENTION,
SEARCHFORPERFECTION

The invention of photography in the early 19th century
was greeted in Europewith an almost startling
enthusiasm.The time for this new conceptwas just
right:the age of themachine had taken off, inciting an
unstoppable (r)evolution that seemed to bring nothing
but prosperity.Engines and techniquewere to offer
all the answers to theworld’s problems.
At the same time,artistswere pursuing the highest
degree of realism in their works, relying on their eyes
to capture themost detailed view of reality possible,
and on their creative skills to fix those sights
adequately on canvas or paper.When photography
was born,a technical tool turned out to be the holy grail
of an artistic quest:a triumph of science!
And a true triumph it was,as only at this time a solution
had been found for the problem that had been holding
the camera obscura back for centuries: it could only
project but not record or fixate images. In the 1830s,
FrenchmanJosephNicéphoreNiépce became the first
to produce an image that didn’t fade immediately.To
this end,Niépce used a portable camera obscura to
expose a pewter plate coatedwith bitumen.From this
experiment sprung a collaborationwith Louis Daguerre,
resulting in the creation of theDaguerreotype:a copper
plate coatedwith silver,exposed to iodine vapor and
then to light (up to 15minutes!).
Only in the late 1850s the very popular Daguerreotype
was eclipsed by a new favorite:wet plates, requiring
the use of an emulsion or ‘collodion’process rather than
a simple coating.Several types ofwet plateswere
developed,such as ambrotypes and tintypes.Much
cheaper andwith amuch reduced exposure time,wet
plates proved particularly suited to the popular genre
of portrait photography.A next step, in the 1870s,was
RichardMaddox’perfection of dry gelatin plates,nearly
equalingwet plates in speed and quality.Henceforth,
plates could be stored rather than produced ad hoc,
allowing photographersmuchmore freedom towork.
Smaller-sized cameras,suitable to be hand-held,were
nowproduced,while the reduction of exposure time led
to the invention of a camerawithmechanical shutter.

1890s.
MASSMARKET-DOMESTICPHOTOGRAPHY

Until the 1890s,photographywas primarily a professional
occupation.The advent of consumer photography in that final
decade of the 19th century,can therefore be considered a
major step in photographic history.Again, this development
was driven by technological advancements: in the 1880s, the
AmericanGeorge Eastman had launched a flexible roll film
aswell as the first Kodak camera.This portable device - no
longer requiring a tripod - offered 100 exposures,only to be
processed after having returned the entire camera to the
Eastman company.The result:circle-shaped pictures of
recommendable quality.While professional photographers
and artists explored this new tool froma creative standpoint,
domestic and snapshot photography took a flying start:
anyone capable of pressing a button andwinding a crank
could nowbe a photographer,capturingwhatever he or she
might find interesting - for an affordable price.
The democratization of photographywas a true revolution and
an irreversible process,precipitating the omnipresence of the
image in the 21st century.
Oskar Barnack of the E.Leitz companymade his contribution
to this evolution by inventing - at the eve ofWorldWar I - a
miniature camera using perforated strips of 35-mm film, later
to be commercialized as the Leica (1924).While some
distrusted this easy-to-use and compact device and deemed
it unsuitable for serious photography,others embraced the
newopportunity to photograph anytime,anywhere.
Very soon the Leica became the predominant camera among

both professionals and amateur photophiles.
The next iconic inventionwas that of the flashbulb (1930),
replacing the highly dangerous flash powderwith gas
discharge tubes.This development in its turn yielded the
perfection of the electronic flash, requiring short exposure
times and compact enough to fit into a pocket camera.
Soon after (1935),another photographer’s dreamwas
fulfilledwhenEastmanKodak launched its new color
reversal films.Almost 30 years after the brothers
Lumière’s autochrome glass plates,color photography
was nowwithin everyone’s reach.
Many dilettante enthusiasts of photography have enriched
the early photographic repertoirewith truemasterpieces.
JohnTopham [TopFoto EU029307,EU021718,EU029820,
EU022407,EU022974,EU021917,1135554]was indisputably
one of themost gifted amateurs-turned-pros:quitting
the London police force in the 1920s,he pursued a career
behind the camera to becomeone of the century’smost
important photographers.From1931 till 1972,he
photographed - as he put it - the“little things of life – the
way it really was”.Princess Elena Petrović-Njegoš of
Montenegro [ICCU15_10_7], Italy’s queen in the first half
of the 20th century,was an amateur photographerwith an
eye for business aswell:passionately documenting her
travelswithmany awell-achieved picture,she also invented
the concept of the ‘signed photograph’,sold at charity
desks to help raise funds for the victims ofWorldWar I.

HISTORYOFPHOTOGRAPHY:
3MILESTONES
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LANTERNSLIDES

The inclusion of photographic images on slides in the final
third of the nineteenth century gave a new impulse to lantern
projections.The projection of photographs, in spite of being
static images,considerably increased the realismof the
imagery,and in some cases theywere evenmanually
coloured.Magic lanternwas themost popular,widespread
long-lasting,creative and versatile instrument for visual
communication before cinema.

TRANSPARENCIES

The use of transparent carriers for negativeswas something
revolutionary for the photographic field.The adoption of glass
around 1850 allowed to obtain sharper negatives andmore
detailed positive prints.Since 1889 it was slowly substitued
by cellulosenitrate film, the first succesful flexible and
transparent photographic support. Its flexibility let to the
introduction of roll films. It was the dominant negative
support during the first half of theXXCentury.But nitrate had
the problemof flammability and it was substitute itself for
the celluloseacetate film, since 1923.Acetate filmwas
alwaysmarkedwith theword“safety”.

AUTOCHROME (1907-1935)

It is an early photographic process based on the additive
color system.Patented by Lumière brothers in 1904 it
essentially involved convering a glass platewith a coloures
layerwith equal parts of starch grains dyed red-orange,
blu-violet and green.This colour photography process
was valid until 1930,even though in the end the glass base
was substituted by plastic.

PHOTOGRAPHICPRINTS

It exists hundreds of positive photographic processes
but only few of themwere commonly used.For this exhibition,
only themost common ones are represented.

• Albumenprint (1850-1900)
It is the predominant printing process in the nineteenth
century.Through the photographic process of albumenprint,
a positive image is printed on paper.The emulsionwhich
holds the silver salts is the albumen,obtained frombeaten
eggwhites that are applied on paper.Theywere always
adhered to a secondary support,usually a cardboard.

• CollodionPOP(1880–1920)
The collodion photographic paper,also known as aristotype
collodion, is coatedwith a baryta layer.On this paper a
collodion emulsion is adhered.Collodion-based photographic
paperswere printing out papers (POP),a procedure inwhich
the image is obtained by exposure to light,without liquid
solutions for development.

• SilverGelatinPOP (1882-1930)
Silver gelatine photographic paper,also known as aristotype
gelatine, is coatedwith a baryta layer and paper.On this
paper a gelatine emulsion is adhered.Gelatine-based
photographic paperswere also printing out papers (POP).

• SilverGelatinDOP(1885-2000)
DOPsilver gelatine is themost important paper printing
photographic process of the twentieth century.The image is
obtained by exposing a photographic paper for a short period
of time under a negative in a copy frame or using an enlarger.
The“latent” image is developed using chemical development.
This is themain difference betweenPOPandDOPsilver
gelatine papers.

PHOTOGRAPHICNEGATIVES

Someof the prints in this exhibition comes fromadigitised
negative.The negatives are plentiful in our collections,
especially those produced in an industrial level, from1880
with the dry plate.The twomain processes in this period are
wet collodion and silver gelatin.

• Wet collodionprocess (1851-1880)
It is a handmade process largely used until 1880. It consists
on a solution of cellulose nitrate in alcohol and ether,which
is applied to the glass plates to hold the silver salts.This
procedure allowed to significantly reduce the exposure time
of the plates andwaswidely used to obtain negative for
thirty years.Themain drawbackwas that it was necessary
to prepare a platewith an emulsion just beforemaking the
photograph and develop it just after it had been taken,
before dried.Making photographs outdoormeant to take a
tent and all the required products to do the emulsion and
develop the image.

• SilverGelatin (1871-Today)
It is the negative that aroused the instantaneous
photography and thatmastered themarket during theXX
century. It was also known as gelatin dry plate. In its early
days consisted of a cadmiumbromide solution,water and
gelatine sensitizedwith silver nitrate,which stretched over
a glass plate.Later, it was discovered that heating the
emulsion increased sensitivity and reduced the exposure
time,even allowingmaking snapshots.After thismoment it
was possible to capture images ofmoving bodies.

DESCRIPTIONS
OFEARLYTECHNIQUES
The first hundred years of chemical photography (1839-1939)
have provided awide range of processeswithmanymorphological varieties.
It was a period of constant“technical revolutions”and achievements,
butwithout ever losingwhatwas essential to technology,
physical-chemical principles.



CATALOGUE
All Our Yesterdays:
(y)our history
in photography
Ofall visitorswalking into this exhibition,probably none
will bewithout photographs of his or her past.We all know
how to take a picture or how to pose for one.Wepossess
a ‘natural’ feeling for timingwhen it comes to
photographing,sensingwhen it is inappropriate tomake
the camera flash,orwhen a picture-perfectmoment
presents itself.Photographs decorate ourwalls and
cupboards,andwheneverwe’re out and about,a camera
forms part of our standard traveling equipment.
Images have the ability to surmount language barriers,
by conveyingmeaning through visual symbols that are
somehowuniversal.As such,photography has become
a powerfulmeans of communication and amode
of expression that touches our life inmanyways.
Photographs are indeed omnipresent: fromprinted and
digitalmedia - newspapers,magazines, television and
internet - to practical applications in nearly every societal
domain,such as sports, fashion,astronomy,biology, law
andmedicine.Furnishing thatwhat figures at the center
of our thoughts,conversations and activities, images to
a large extent shape the realmof our ideas and beliefs,
our views of the past,our perception of the present
and our knowledge ofwhat’s invisible to the naked eye.
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Photographers specialized in city sights,monuments and
architecture,have extensively documented the changing face
of Europe in the 19th and 20th centuries [also see the
exhibition sectionA brave new world]. In the 1850s, for
instance, Leopoldo,Giuseppe andRomualdo Alinari
[see pictures ACA-F-017100-0000,APA-F-004709-0000
andAPA-S-011953-0007] rapidly achieved national and
international renownwith their pictures of Italian cityscapes
and historicalmonuments.These sightswere showcased to
an international public in exhibitions and at prestigious
events - such as the Paris Exposition of 1855,where the
Alinari’s home-town of Firenze,or Siena,Pisa and other

important Italian cities stole the limelight in images of great
detail and quality.
Decades later,Catalan photographer Valentí Fargnoli lannetta
[CRDI Reg2534] did the same for theGirona region:moving
from town to townby bicycle,he initiallymade his living
selling photographic postcards of city sights.From the 1930s
onwards,hewas instructed by the city of Girona to document
ongoing constructionwork in the city,and tomake a complete
photographic inventory of historical houses in the province.

Léon,Levy&Fils | Paris (France),1900
The1900world fair inParis:viewof
theAlexandre III-bridgeandRuedes
Nationsby the riverSeine.
Roger-Viollet collections
©Léon et Lévy / Roger-Viollet

Tage Christensen | Gammel Strand
(Denmark),1930
Fishstalls atGammelStrand.
©POLFOTO
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Maurice-Louis Branger | Paris
(France),1925
Youngwomenatacafé terrace.
Roger-Viollet collections
©Maurice-Louis Branger / Roger-Viollet

JonasHermanavičius
(JanHermanowicz) | Vilnius
(Lithuania),June 1906
CorpusCristi procession in
DominikonųStreet.
The Jesuitswere active during
this period andVilniuswas known for
its Corpus Christi processions.
Although celebrating Corpus Christi
was forbidden till 1905,
it used to be one of themost
important feast days of Lithuania.
© Lietuvos dail�smuziejus /
Lithuanian ArtMuseum

Fotografia Unal | Girona (Spain),1928
Gelatin dry plate
Streetportrait of theowners,
waiters andcustomersof the
AmericanBar inGirona:apopular
meetingplace forpeoplealongside
LaRambla - theplace togo for awalk
onSundaymornings.
Collection Fotografia Unal
©Ajuntament deGirona
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ANTONELLAFRESA
Technical coordinator of EuropeanaPhotography for Promoter srl,about the trails left by the project

EuropeanaPhotography is a big factory of ideas, inciting each participant to
find his or her own,personal way to get involved.Mywaywent along a path
of discovering and learning. I learnt about the technology of digitization,
more than I had in themany previous projects I participated in.
About the business of image archives in the digital era.About photography
as a unique combination of art,science and practice.
Mymost extraordinary experience,however, is the excitement that talking
about the EuropeanaPhotography exhibitionAll Our Yesterdays seems to spur
with all the people I address - people fromany age,children aswell as elderly
friends.Photography provides a directmeans to communicate about
ourselves,our family,our ups and downs.And - incredible as thatmay seem -
it has survivedmany technological changes:fromprehistory,when our
ancestors left images of their life, to the dark-roomofmy youth,up to the
pictures takenwith smartphones and shared immediately through social
networks.Welcome to this space of discovery!

Anonymous | Girona (Spain),1928
Gelatin dry plate
TheAlbénizTheater atSantAgustí
square,Girona,where thecity’s first
movie theatrewas inaugurated
at theendof the19thcentury.
Collection Foto Lux
©Ajuntament deGirona
.

JamesAnderson | Rome (Italy),ca.1865
Albumenprint
Benediction fromthepopeat thePiazzaSanPietro.Rome,headof theancient
RomanEmpire,preservesauniqueposition in theworldas thehomeof thepapal
see.Papal audiencesandbenedictions still attract thousandsofbelievers every
week,and thePiazzaSanPietroanno2014appearsascrowdedas it is in this
ancient imagebyJamesAnderson,oneof the first photographersoperating in
thecapital.No longer in thecurrent street view though,is the lineof carriages
facing thecathedral and thepapal balcony.
©Fratelli AlinariMuseumCollections,Firenze
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Anonymous | Sofia (Bulgaria),1928
BorisRumenov (1884-1944):awriter,
humorist andactor andpublisher of
the journalBaraban,executedwithout
trial andsentence in1944.
CollectionСн. 2261/94
©National LiteraryMuseum,Sofia

Anonymous | Leopoldstadt –Vienna
(Austria),ca.1910
Silver gelatin print
TheJewishcommunity in early
20th-centuryVienna,photographed
in theKarmeliterplatz in the
seconddistrict.
FranzHubmannCollection
© IMAGNO / SammlungHubmann

EmilMayer | Ringstraße–Vienna
(Austria),October 1910

Silver gelatin print
Couplebrowsing through the theatre

programatanadvertising column
opposite to theBurgTheater.

Christian Brandstätter Collection
© IMAGNO / Austrian Archives

While in somephotographic oeuvres the city took the center
of attention, inmany others it served as a décor to portray a
wide range of professional,social and leisurely activities,
togetherwith their colorful practitioners.Focusing on people
living the city life, these pictures show fromadifferent angle
howEuropean cities have been ‘living’,evolving according to
the needs and newdirections taken by their inhabitants.
The humanprotagonists of these images,however,seem
undisturbed by the ever-changing scenery:walking the
freshly laid-out roads to the bar-of-the-day,passing by
newly-built houses alongside traditionalmarkets,visiting
perfectly groomedparks,enjoying the sports and spectacles
brought about by themodern age,or taking in astonishing
panoramas fromawell-located look-out, they breathe every
‘now’of their city’s life to the full.

MANCA UNAFOTONELLA
CARTELLANNC’È
FranzHubmannCollection
© IMAGNO / SammlungHubmann
IMAGNO IMA_00624145
Anonymous | LinkeWienzeile –Vienna (Austria),ca.1900
Silver gelatin print
View of Café Dobner:a typical Viennese café at the turn of the century.
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In the hands of some iconic photographers, the art of the
portrait was taken into newdirections.Parisianwriter and
caricaturist Gaspard-Félix Tournachon (Nadar,1820-1910), for
instance,had a hawk’s eye for a subject’s inner and outer
characteristics,andmanaged to capture those featureswith
his camera.One of the early femalemasters of the portrait,
JuliaMargaret Cameron (1815-1879),used a lenswith large
focal length that allowed for extreme close-ups - if her
subjects could remainmotionless for the exposure time
required…The often blurred images resulting fromCameron’s
reportages,were criticized by someas inadequate
representations of reality,but highly praised by the artists of
her time.
Portraits quickly gained great importance in printedmedia as
well, familiarizing readerswith the faces of political leaders,
popular entertainers and other celebrities.Ukrainian-born
Parisian Boris Lipnitzki (1887-1971) [Parisienne de
Photographie 7351-13] is one of the photographerswho

Portraiturewas one of themost popular genres of
photography from the very early days on.Photographswere
far less expensive than painted portraits and required amuch
reduced sitting time for the subject,enticingmany people to
have their image shot instead of brushed.Nevertheless,early
photographic portraits showmany affinitieswith the painterly
aesthetics of that era,while at the same time reflecting the
technical requirements of the photographic process:the
substantial exposure time, for instance, - not to be compared
with the instantaneous capturing abilities of today’s camera’s
-, forced the sitter to stay immobile for awhile,with a frozen
facial expression.Hence the lack of relaxed smiles in the
earliest examples of portrait photography.Subjectswere
generally seated,placed against a plain background,with the
natural light of awindowor a soft light resulting from
reflection throughmirrors covering the scene.With advancing
techniques,portraits could soon be shot outside the
photographer’s studio too.
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PawełMussil | Krakow (Poland),1932
Silver gelatin print
ZofiaMussilwith themagazine
wiatowid,playingwith jojo’s.
Collection:Photo albums
of Kosiński Family
©MHF

Anonymous | Bratislava (Slovakia),
1930-1931
Silver gelatin print
Thecast ofOskarNedbal’sAndersen:
oneof the first original Slovakballet
productionsperformedat theSlovak
NationalTheatre.
Theatre Productions Collection
1920-1956
©Theatre Institute / Divadelný ústav
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gained fame and fortune by portraying the rich and famous:
making hisway through theworld of arts and entertainment,
he shot - among others - JosephineBaker,Jean Cocteau,
Colette,Maurice Ravel,SergeGainsbourg andPicasso,
preserving the spirit of the roaring twenties till the swinging
sixties.Austrian photographer FranzHubmann (1914-2007)
[fromwhose collection IMA_00634660 and IMA_00622641
stem] aswell enjoyed an iconic status aswell due to his
portraits of artists:many of the protagonists of the Austrian
and international avant-garde scene frequenting the
Viennese CaféHawelka - author FranzTheodor Csokor,actor
OskarWerner and conductor NikolausHarnoncourt, to name
but a few -were immortalized in his black-and-white
creations.

Parallel to great artistic accomplishments in the portrait
genre such as these,amassmarket for portraits developed
rapidly.Times of change in human existence in particularwere
captured, to provide ineffaceablememories of important life
events:first steps, first school day,communion or bar
mitzvah,graduation,birthday, retirement, ....These images
are governed by different objectives and (quality) criteria than
studio or press portraits.Not every early portrait, therefore, is
a gemof originality:archives andmuseums all over theworld
hold similar series of portraitswith amerely functional intent,
all featuring the sameposes,accessories and retouches.Even
so,as an immediate translation of previous generations’ look
and feel,domestic portraits have a documentary value as
well, recounting in their ownway the story of all our
yesterdays.
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Atelier Dobrycz | Toruń (Poland),
ca.1880
Photographic paper print
Portrait ofJanBetlejewski.
Private collection of Emilia
Betlejewska
© ICIMSS

Anonymous | Hokkaido island
(Japan),ca.1900-1907
AnAinu-family, living in thenorth
ofHokkaido.
Collection:Historical Fund.
Oceanic campaign of theRoyal
Ship Vesuvio 1906-1909
© ICCU

Záklasník | NewYork (U.S.A.),
15/3/1908
Albumenprint
Groupportrait of theSlovakSokol
theatre company,staging the
comicoperaDonna Juanita.
This is a rareandvaluable
exampleof the theatrical life
ofSlovakminorities abroad.
Collection:Photo Archive
©SlovakNational
Museum -Martin
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Generally, portrait photographers chose
one of the following approaches:

THE CONSTRUCTIONIST PORTRAIT: the photographer
imbeds the image in a general theme or concept:
the powerful business tycoon, the smitten pair of lovers,
the model family. This was the portrait type cultivated
in most studio and social photography, as well as
in advertising campaigns.

THE ENVIRONMENTAL PORTRAIT: the subject is shown in
a specific, typical environment - at work, in his social or
family circle, or enjoying leisurely pastimes. Often, the
subject is engaged in a representative activity: a child
taking a ride at the funfair, a mechanic working on a car,
a milkman ready to take off with his horse carriage.
Because of this setting in a specific and everyday context,
environmental portraits often have great historical
and social value and serve as primary historical sources.

THE CANDID PORTRAIT:subjects are photographed
without their knowledge, carrying on with business
as if the photographer hadn’t been there. This approach
has resulted in many important images of people in the
most diverse situations and places, equally contributing
to our knowledge of the social and cultural flavor
of days long gone.

THE CREATIVE PORTRAIT: by means of darkroom
(later: digital) manipulation, certain features of the
subject, the setting he/she is portrayed in, or the general
style and appeal of the portrait are enhanced, accentuated
or altered, adding an extra layer of meaning. Rather than
conveying information about a certain day and age,
these portraits reveal something about the sitter and/or
the photographer that goes beyond the naked eye.

READY– SET– SMILE!:
4 FLAVORS OF PORTRAIT
PHOTOGRAPHY

Anonymous | Kretinga (Lithuania),
ca.1930
While repairinga luxury car in their
workshop,themen in thispictureare
caughtup inan interestingnarrative
scene,featuring (on the right)
manordriverPranasGedrimas
handingover abanknote.
©Kretingosmuziejus /
KretingaMuseum

Valentí Fargnoli Iannetta | Girona
(Spain),15/1/1924
Silver gelatin print
Groupportrait against thebackdrop
ofElsÀngelsmountain,
madebyValentí Fargnoli lannetta:
Girona’smost celebrated
photographer of the first third
of the20thCentury.
©Ajuntament deGirona

Anonymous | ca.1900
Fournewly fledgedassistant
plumbers,beamingwithpride
when finally being recognized

asskilledworkers.
ABACollection

©Arbejdermuseet
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Anonymous | Salantai,Kretinga district (Lithuania),ca.1928
Expressivegroupportrait ofBalonasŠmuilis (standing)
andhis teamof shoemakers in theSalantųBalonasŠmuilis
workshop.Salantai used tobe famous for itsmany
andqualitativeJewishshoemakers.
©Kretingosmuziejus / KretingaMuseum

Anonymous | ca.1930
Sailorsduringcoffeebreak.
© ICIMSS

Anonymous | Stará Pazova
(Serbia),1928

Silver gelatin print
Portrait commemorating the25th
anniversaryof theSlovakAmateur

TheatreGroup inStaráPazova.
Collection of Amateur
Theatre Documents

©Theatre Institute / Divadelný ústav

Anonymous | Sofia (Bulgaria),1905
BorisRumenovwith friends.

CollectionСн. 2261/94
©National LiteraryMuseum,Sofia
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Raszówki (Poland),ca.1910
Silver gelatin print
Picnic in the forest:a favoritepastime
of thePolishgentryat thebreakof the
20thcentury.FranciszkaZubrzycka
is enjoyingadayoutwithher
daughtersand the local notary.
Collection:Photographs of
KlementynaZubrzycka-Bączkowska
©MHF

Boris Lipnitzki | Paris (France),1931
Young,Senegalesemen
at thecolonial exhibition inVincennes
(Val-de-Marne).
Lipnitzki portraits | Roger-Viollet
collections
©Boris Lipnitzki / Roger-Viollet

MANCAQUESTA FOTO
DALLA CARTELLA
Collection:Photographs of KlementynaZubrzycka-B�czkowska
©MHF
ArxiuNacional de Catalunya / Generalitat de Catalunya 248884
Matthey iMoliné | 1855-1856
Three-quarter portrait of aman.

Anonymous | Istanbul (Turkey),1929
AsenHristoforov (1910-1970) - themanholding theball in this scene
on thestepsof Istanbul’sRobertCollege -wasahighly-regardedBulgarian
writer andprofessor of economics. In 1951hewasaccusedof spyingagainst
his owncountryandsent toaconcentrationcampwithout trial.After his release,
he reinvigoratedhis literary careerwith the translationofEnglishbooks,
including Three Men in aBoatbyJeromeK.Jerome.
CollectionСн.1031/88
©National LiteraryMuseum,Sofia
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Children have been amuch-loved subject of pictures from
very early days on,with photographers focusing on a diverse
range of topics and employing various photographic genres
and styles.Butmany of the 19th-century images featuring
children have a social documentary value:photographers
soon realized that the power of photography to informand
persuade could be turned to a good cause, in showing (and
thereby denunciating) the harsh lives of children – a silent
and often ignored group in the industrial age.Putting their
circumstances on display and raising social and political
awareness,could offer themuch-needed leverage for
concrete actions to bring about change.

Gaston Paris | Paris (France),
14/06/1936
Celebrationof thePopular Front
atBuffaloStadium,Montrouge
(Hauts-de-Seine,France).
Roger-Viollet collections
©Gaston Paris / Roger-Viollet

Elena of Savoy,Queen of Italy | Bodø
(Norway),1898
Aristotype
Astreet inNorvegianBodø.
Collection:Historical Fund.
Journey of Vittorio Emanuele III
aboard the yacht Jela 1898
©SGI / ICCU

Anonymous | Bratislava (Slovakia),
1925
Albumenprint
Dressed-upchildren takingpart
in city celebrations,pose
at thePetržalkaAucaféball.
Collection:TheNewerHistory Fund
©Museumof the City of Bratislava
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Although child laborwas not uncommon in pre-industrial
times, it wasmostly limited to helping out at the family farm
or participating in cottage crafts.By the late 18th century,
however, this domestic setting changed for an external
working environment,as factories andmines especially set
their sights on children as employees:taking advantage of
their youthful energy,gaffers installed longworking hours for
kids and used them for themost dangerous jobs in return for
the lowest pay.Many childrenwere sole breadwinners, thus
forced to keep onworking in factories or gainmoney in
whateverway possible, leaving little chance for education and
ample opportunities to play.
Theworking-class children of the industrial age enjoyed no
special status,neither in domestic context nor in public
society: just another set of hands or an extramouth to feed,
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Anonymous | Frederiksberg –
Copenhagen (Denmark),1910s
Themilkman,hishorseand themilk
boysare ready todosomebusiness.
Howeverpicturesque this scene
might seem,thiswasa formof child
labor very common inbig cities,
as childrencouldbemobilized
tohelpoutbeforegoing to school.
ABACollection
©Arbejdermuseet

JohnTopham | 1935
Gelatin dry plate
At first glanceanexciting,slightly
funnysceneof ayoungboxerhanging
in the ropes.At secondsight a telling
remainder of anageof carefree
attitudes tohealthandsafety.
JohnTophamCollection
©JohnTopham /TopFoto.co.uk

Dresdner Presse-Foto-Koch |
Berchtesgaden (Germany),1930s
Boys readingat theAdolf-Hitler-
Jugendherberge.
©Dresdner Presse-Foto-Koch /
United Archives
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they belonged to the same reality as their parents,
grandparents and the rest of the household,sharing the same
responsibilities.These children indeedmostly appear
in solo or group portraits as adults, featuring no discerning
clothes or attributes.
Inmiddle class families,children took up a central role as
well,but in quite a differentway:as the familywas regarded
the cornerstone of society,children gave purpose and identity
to all activities,household arrangements and social
connections.Photographs cultivating the image of the
close-knit,happy and successful family,or celebrating the
high-minded romantic ideal of childhood as a time of
innocence and purity,aremost common in this context.
The obvious contrast between the living conditions of poor
children and the idealisticmiddle-class notion of childhood,
gave rise to the first campaigns for the legal protection
of children from the 1830s onwards.Throughout the century,
working hoursweremore andmore limited,while the
minimumage for employmentwas gradually raised.
By 1901, the permissible child labor age in theUKwas lifted
to 12– amilestone.

[the child in themodern age;especially fits United Archives
01774097;MHF18403/II;EU002414_1000px_Top]
Themiddle and upper classes’conception of the importance
of family and the sanctity of the child,would eventually
prevail and form the foundation of themodern attitude
towards children.This can bewitnessed in developments
within children’s literature:no longer of an exclusive
educational nature,children’s books from the second half of
the 19th century on featured humorous,adventurous,
imaginative and empathetic stories, tuned to the infant’s
fantasyworld.

Childrenwere discovered as a consumermarket too:
accentuating childhood as a time free ofworries,destined for
fun and games, factory-produced dolls becameavailable for
every girl while each boy could enjoy his own cricket bat or
football.Organized forms of children’s entertainment
emerged aswell,with Sir Baden-Powell’s Boy Scouts
promoting a healthy body to fit a healthymind.
Nonetheless, the balance didn’t tip over entirely to all play
and nowork…:at the end of the 19th century,compulsory
schoolingwas installed across Europe, resulting in the child’s
definitivemove from the foundry to the classroom.

EmanuelaSesti
Fondazione Alinari reflects upon the photo selection for All OurYesterdays – amatter of the head or the heart…?

What has guided the selection of photographs from the Alinari Archive?The opinions of both individuals
and the group Alinari.The selectorswere very aware of the fact that their choicewould bemade public,
whichmade this process feel like posing for a photograph. Indeed, the selectionwould serve as a portrait
of the Archive,showcasing its contents.But in a sense, it would portray us aswell,expressing ourway of
reading the Archive.We therefore took the time for a close observation, looking through the Archive,
examining the photographs– thereby completing theirmeaning.Selection,examination,memorywere
the keys to understanding the Archive and to present it to the public.The resulting series of images is a
sequence of photographs,only connected by human choice.Sometimes it was the subject,or the feeling
that had led the photographer to capture a certain scene thatwere decisive,sometimes the feeling that a
certain photograph aroused in us.Butwhat exactly, in the end,has guided our choice?Whatwere our
reasons for picking these specific images and liking others less?When hewas choosing photographs to
illustrate La Chambre Claire,RolandBarthes asked himself those exact samequestions.According to
Barthes, the ‘punctum’of a photograph is that it attracts our gaze.So in a sense, it is as if the Alinari-
photographswere chosen by themselves: it was their punctum to catch the eye of those browsing
through the Archive’smagma.The pictures thatwe have chosen therefore are not necessarily themost
beautiful of our Archive.They are the result of individual choices for a public project,whichwill allow the
gazes of others to find and discover their ownpunctum, just aswe ourselveswill in the photos of others.

Rösner | Schifferstadt (Germany),
1930s
Childrenenjoyinga rideon the
chairoplaneat theRettichfest (the
annual radish fair) inSchifferstadt.
©Rösner / United Archives

Anonymous | Upper Silesia (Poland),
1930s

Silver gelatin print
Thispictureof agirlwithknapsack
andSchultüte (a school cone,filled
with candy,given to youngchildren
starting school) hascaptured the

essenceof adisappearing tradition.
©MHF

Alfieri | London (UnitedKingdom),1933
Gelatin dry plate
Rockinghorses for children in thehairdressingdepartmentatSelfridge's
make this everydayactivity a special adventure.Today,Selfridge's is still
tobe found in theheart of London’s shoppingdistrict.
Alfieri Collection
©TopFoto.co.uk
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[one panel,ormultiple panels to be conceived as follows:]
[photojournalism:early developments and impact]
Next to portraiture,photojournalismwas an important genre
of early photography.As soon as the camerawas recognized
as an efficientmeans to tell a story or convey amessage, its
reporting abilitieswere keenly employed.The presswas an
immediate and enthusiastic taker of such pictures,even
though reproductions on paper initially leftmuch to be
desired anddidn’t do justice to their original power and
character.
Particularly after the invention of the collodionwet plate
process in themid-19th century,extensive photography
outside of the studio becamepossible.While the importance
of isolated early examples - such as Carl Stelzners
daguerreotype covering theHamburg fire of 1842, regarded as
the very first news photo - is undisputed,pictures produced
with the collodion techniquemanaged to gain a dominant
position in printedmedia, running the previous practice of
newspaper illustration out of business:photographers could
nowproduce relatively cheap,clear,accurate andmultiple
prints froma single negative.
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Anonymous |Westhoek (Belgium),
after 1914
Gelatin dry plate
Asoldier is keepingwatchby
thenewrailway trackbetween
Ramskapelle andSint-Joris,
after thepolderhasbeen flooded.
CollectionVerwilghen
©KULeuven

Anonymous | Limassol (Cyprus),1890
Launched in1853,the iron troopship
Himalayaconductedmissions in–

amongothers–Gibraltar,Queenstown
andPortsmouth.ItwasatCapeCoast

Castleduring theAshantiWar,
assumed torpedoservice in1886and
continued to serveasa troopshipuntil
1890.Itwas thenconverted toacoal

hulk, in 1920sold toacivilian
contractor andsunk inJune1940
duringanair attackonPortland

Harbour.The imageshows theship in
1890,visitingLimassol (Cyprus).

©Archive of theMunicipality
of Limassol



history, the images of the 19th and 20th century’s civil
revolutions,WorldWars,social turmoil,dramatic crashes and
great floods serve as ruthlesswitnesses to the yesterdayswe
might like to forget,and as a safetymechanismdestined to
prevent us frommaking the samemistakes again.
[“derived products”:reportages /magazines / agencies;would
fit Parisienne 4455-12 in particular]
The superlative of the illustrative journalistic image, is the
photo reportage:a visual formof narrative,substituting rather
than supporting textual news coverage.The photojournalism
magazinewas aGerman invention,dating from the 1920s. It
differed fromothermedia in granting photographs a pivotal

Quickly acknowledged as amediumwith potentially high
emotional impact, the objective qualities of press photos
were often used to sway public opinion.Utilized by idealists to
attempt to ameliorate deplorable social circumstances,
journalistic images have also been ‘hijacked’by governments,
political parties and special-interest groups to create
destructive propaganda.
At the same time,providing awindow to theworld and
advocating awareness of social wrongs,disasters,
battlefields, individual trauma’s and national catastrophes,
photography has opened our eyes to the hardships befalling
others.Confronting uswith the darkest pages of recent
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Maurice-Louis Branger | Paris
(France),1910
Despite thedevastatingpower
of theGreatFloodofParis,people
tried tokeepcontinuingeveryday life.
This imageshowsawholesale
deliveryat abutcher’s store,rue
Surcouf (VIIth arrondissement).
Roger-Viollet collections
©Maurice-Louis Branger /
Roger-Viollet

Holger Damgaard | Vigerslev (Denmark),01/11/1919
An imagecapturing thechaosanddramaof the
Vigerslev train crash.Adispatcherror caused
anexpress train to collidewithastationary train,
killing40peopleand injuringabout60more.
©POLFOTO

Anonymous | Zealand aroundKirke
Saaby (Denmark),1927-1928
Unskilledworkers,regarded
as the‘lowcast’ofDanishsociety,
buildinganewrailroad.
ABACollection
©Arbejdermuseet
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role,not presenting themas isolated visual elements,but
imbedded in a narrative resulting froman active collaboration
between editors and photographers.From that time on,
photojournalismenjoyed its golden age,giving rise to the first
photographic press agencies,with Alfieri [TopFoto EU002414,
TopFoto EU010385] - established in London in 1914 - and the
Paris-basedRoger-Viollet archive (°1938) [where Parisienne
dePhotographie 3368-11,4455-12,7351-13,257-1,339-1,
9218-2,79765-1 and 13688-7 stem from] among the earliest
examples.

One of theworld’s first photo reporterswasRoger Fenton,
who set out fromLondon to capture the Crimeanwar in 1855
at the request of TheTimes, aiming to provide evidence of
militarymismanagement and impossible living conditions of
the soldiers.Throughout the rest of the 19th and early 20th
century,many journalists have turned to photography to
document the devastations and social upheavals brought
about bywars, revolutions,disasters of nature and injustice.
Next to Europe’s big tragedies,people’s personalmisfortunes
have not been forgotten by the first generations of reporters.
Holger Damgaard [POLFOTO 32077044,37255448,37522096,
38114751,37366931], for instance, - Denmarks first employed
press photographer -made an everlasting impressionwith his
picture of three poor children [POLFOTO 39242883] in front of
a shop for the newspaper Politiken (1908). Images such as
Damgaards do speak louder thanwords,appealing to ethics
and values of a universal and timeless nature.

JohnTopham | StMary Cray –Kent (UnitedKingdom),1939
Gelatin dry plate
A telling illustrationof thedarkclouds threatening
Europe immediatelyprior toWorldWar II:theStJosephs
School childrenduringagasmaskdrill inStMaryCray.
©JohnTopham /TopFoto.co.uk

Mario Castagneri | U.S.A.,1926
Postcard,silver salt gelatin
Threewomenwith childrenon thedeckof a ship sailing forBuenosAires.
Thepostcardwassent toMarioCastagneri by Italian immigrantsonMay12th,
1926.The imagestandsasasymbol of thewidespreadphenomenon
of Italianemigration towardsAmerica in thisperiod.Entire families left home
with their poorbelongingsand faced thedaunting journeyacross theAtlantic
in searchof abetter life.
©Fratelli AlinariMuseumCollections
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PietroMasi
Founder/manager of Promoter srl - revisits his yesterdays,
setting up the exhibition

Master of Art by education, I have been involved
in art exhibitions since the early 1970s.When
the opportunity to organizeAll OurYesterdays
presented itself, I was extremely interested
because of the special challenge this venture
entailed:how to exhibit the result of the
digitization of images from the early
photographic repertoire...?
The toughest nut to crack,was fitting digital
representations of a reality that didn’t even
know the possibilities of a digital world, into a
physical space in the here and now.The team I
got toworkwithwas - fortunately - exceptional:
wemixed storytellingwith image processing,
colormanipulation and sophisticated printing
techniques, to blend the futurewith the past.
Thismix is actually at the very core of this
exhibition’s concept.We are now very curious
to learn howpeoplewill experience this
multimodal presentation of ‘our yesterdays’.
To the visitor the final word!

Stanislovas Kazimieras Kosakovskis;
Stanislovas Kazimieras Kasakauskas
(StanisławKazimierz Kossakowski) |
late 19th century - early 20th century
Landlordsandpeasants standing
byapile of apples,embodying
differences in social hierarchy:
highclassnoblemenand landlords
versus the families inhabiting
andworking their lands.
©NacionalinisM.K.Čiurlionio dail�s
muziejus / NationalM.K.Čiurlionis
Museumof Art

Anonymous | Leuven (Belgium),
1914-1918
Gelatin dry plate
LeuvenduringWorldWar I:
the ravagedcity centre.
©KULeuven

Anonymous |Westhoek (Belgium),
after 1914
Gelatin dry plate
Sheepgrazingonwasteland:
adevastated landscape
afterWorldWar I.
CollectionVerwilghen
©KULeuven

Anonymous | Toruń (Poland),1939
Photographic paper print
BridgeoverVistula river,
destroyed in thebeginning
ofWorldWar II.
Collection ofMaria Roszak
© ICIMSS
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Central to the concept of photography – as the etymology of
the original Greek term indicates – is the process of recording
or fixating (graphein) through the action of light (photos).
Photography has an innate documentary quality,capturing
places,events,objects or personswith an immediacy that
brings the past into the present.But from its very beginnings
onwards,photography has been able to offermuchmore than
a one-on-one view of theworld around us:a photographic
image can re-present reality, tickle the curiosity and push the
imagination of the onlooker,and be artistic in spirit rather
than illustrative.
With the advent of photography,both enthusiasts and critics
have proclaimed the death of other forms of visual art:
photographywas considered to render all other attempts to
represent reality inadequate and superfluous.The
technological underpinning of photography has also led
detractors to comment upon its ‘mechanical’nature,with the
automatic procedure of taking pictures supposedly denying it
the coordination skills and artisanal talents required for
drawing and painting,and allowing it to bemastered by
anyonewithout a years-long training.Photographerswere
accused of lacking imagination aswell,capturing objects
immediately at hand andwith no interference required.
This is,however,where themediumand themediator get
mixed up:the art of photography is not located in the
automatic photographic process,but in the eye of the
beholder – the photographer.A camera,nomatter howmany
state-of-the-art features itmay have, is a lifeless piece of
equipment until someone operates it.
[would especially be befitting of andGeneralitat de Catalunya
203156-000_061631,Parisienne dePhotographie 13688-7 and
POLFOTO28178897 ]
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Gunnar ZeliusMadsen | Copenhagen
(Denmark),1920
Gelatin dry plate
Boy in front of a toy shop.
©POLFOTO

JosepMaria LladóBausili | ca.1930-
1934
Silver gelatin print
Again fromtheMNACavant-gardist
collection,thisphotographplays
with superposition, layering,
light andshadows.
Collection :Col•lecció de Fotografia
delMuseuNacional d’Art de Catalunya
©MNAC.MuseuNacional d’Art
de Catalunya
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By nomeans is the art of photography a craft void of
creativity:a photographer can enhance ormodify reality by
using lenses, filters or specific types of physical surfaces.
Before he presses the button,he can playwith perspective
and setting,accentuate certain elements or suggest things
that aren’t there…While processing the image,contrasts,
colors, lighting, tones and dynamicsmay bemanipulated.
The development process completed,a photographer can

Anonymous | Rotunde–Vienna
(Austria),1873
Silver gelatin print
Theentrance to theViennaworld
exhibitionof 1873.
FranzHubmannCollection
© IMAGNO / SammlungHubmann

Fratelli Alinari | Firenze (Italy),ca.1890
Gelatin dry plate
Portrait ofMissWalshwithahorseandaminiaturepoodleatVilladiMontefonte,
in thePoggio Imperiale areaofFirenze.This imagehasbeenselected for its
formalqualities,the stronggeometric and iconic composition.But alsobecause
it representsanexampleof a very typical productionofphotographic firms
in the19thand20thcenturies:the stagedportrait.Peoplewereportrayed,
oftenwith their horsesor other signsofwealthandstatus,either in their homes
or,as in this case, in thecourtyardof theatelier against awhitebackground.
©Alinari Archives,Firenze
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combine,superpose ormix images and create awhole new
version of reality or an abstract composition.Even in
photography’s early days,several negativeswere often used
to produce one print,constituting visual constructions too
complicated to be photographed as such.Especially from
WorldWar I onwards,photographers turned tomontage- and
collage-techniques to reflect their complex aesthetical,social
or political views.

Setting the scene,processing the image,manipulating the
photographic result…:many opportunities for a photographer
tomake his artisticmark.But themost importantmoment of
his creative process, is probably that inwhich something
catches his eye:the photographer alone picks the slice
of reality hewants us to see through his lens,establishes
the vantage point of the camera and chooses the exact
instant of exposure.

Fratelli Alinari | Firenze (Italy),
1900-1905
Gelatin dry plate
Staircaseof the towerofArnolfo in
PalazzoVecchio,depictinga
mysteriousmanwalking thestairs–
possibly themayorof Firenze,
thecitywhere theAlinari firmstarted
its activities in1852.
©Alinari Archives,Firenze

Anonymous | ca.1861,Ter Kamerenbos–Brussels (Belgium)
Gelatin dry plate
Visitors admiringa lawnwithanemones in thepark
TerKamerenbos.
CollectionVerwilghen
©KULeuven

Karl Heinrich Lämmel |Munich (Germany),1930s
Viewbetweencolumnsof thePropylaeen-building
atKoenigsplatz square inMunich.
©Karl Heinrich Lämmel / United Archives

Karl Heinrich Lämmel | Koblenz
(Germany),1930s
With theKölnDüsseldorferwhite
fleet on the riverRhinenearKoblenz.
©Karl Heinrich Lämmel /
United Archives

Anonymous | ca.1925
Gelatin dry plate
Architect-designer
HuibHoste
inhisBureau-Fumoir
CollectionVerwilghen
©KULeuven
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Outsidemuseums and archives,pictures rarely come to us in
a self-contained form. In everyday practice, they aremost
often flanked by texts,other images or illustrations.
Photographs are to a certain extent determined by the
channels throughwhich they are conveyed:digital carriers,
printedmedia, larger-than-life billboards or intimate family
albums.The contexts inwhichwe encounter and use images
forman integral part of the art of photography,being at the
foundations of its hybrid nature.Every spectator,each photo-
consumer,‘digests’ the image by interpreting its form,content
and context and by placing it into his personal referential
framework.The eye of the beholder is therefore also that of
the onlooker.
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KU Leuven’sBrunoVandermeulen onDigitization
practices in EuropeanaPhotography: stressing the do’s,
eliminating the don’ts,and celebrating the results.

In discussions about the digitization of
photographic archives or cultural heritage in
general, two arguments are usually put forward to
demonstrate the relevance of this undertaking:
preservation and accessibility.Clearly,accessibility
outranks preservation.This iswhy,within the
framework of EuropeanaPhotography,great care
was taken to digitize pictures to the highest
possible standards,enabling access to truthful
representations of the original images.As the
original prints,albums,negatives or slides
henceforth have to be handled less, they can be
stored away safely - a considerable plus.
Digitization is impossiblewithout technology.But
as this domain advances rapidly and incessantly,
one couldwonder about the notion of“high quality”
in the view of technological obsolescence;after all:
“lemieux est l’ennemi du bien”.Luckily, today’s
professional scanners and cameras are already
able to produce excellent scans and images.
Joining the projectwas, for amajority of the
partners,an opportunity to upgrade their
digitization equipment, in some cases by adding a
medium-format camera coupled to a high-
resolution digital back, in others by implementing a
completely newdigitization infrastructure – all
aiming for those high quality reproductions the
consortium signed up for.
Sowhat can“high quality”mean in an international
project such as this one– encompassing a three-
year trackwith 19 partners,digitizingmore than
430.000 images? I think it is repeatability of the
quality during the project term. In otherwords:
making sure that the quality of the very first
digitized image is no less than that of number
430.000.To this end, the EuropeanaPhotography
consortiumexchanged views on aspects of
digitization,workflow andmediamanagement
systemsduringmeetings,on-site visits,workshops
and conferences.Minimum requirements for
digitizationwere set up,guidelines for preparing
original photographswere composed and
factsheetswith recommendations for
implementing a high standard of digitizationwere
published.
These guidelines and factsheets have influenced
the result enormously.Ofmajor importancewas
the advice to use a reprostand,mounted on a
stable table,and toworkwith studio-strobes in a
fixed setup,preventing loss of sharpness due to

camera shakes on the one hand,and ensuring a
constant quality and color of light on the other.
Hands-on tips – such as:digitize the same type and
size ofmaterial in one single batch -might seem
trivial,but have shown to speed up the capture and
postprocessing activities immensely. In a factsheet
dedicated to a color correctedworkflow and the
installment of presets,special attentionwas given to
the quality of the reproduction aswell.
The provision of all these tips and tricks, factsheets,
guidelines and recommendations,has proven to be a
straightforward,efficient and cheapmethod to
ensure a constant quality level of imaging during the
run of the project.We therefore consider theman
important outcome of EuropeanaPhotography and
proudly present these documents on the project
website, to inspire everyone interested or involved in
image digitization.

JosepMasana Fargas | ca.1930
Silver gelatin print
This image,highlighting thegeometric qualitiesof a collectionof radiators,
belongs toaphotographic collection that attests to theactivities
of theavant-gardemovement.Havingappeared inEuropeshortly
afterWorldWar I,avant-gardismdidnot arrive inCataloniauntil the
establishmentof theRepublic in 1931.Catalanphotography -especially in
the fieldof advertisingandarchitecture - rapidly adopted thenewaesthetics,
imported through illustratedmagazines.
Collection :Col•lecció de Fotografia delMuseuNacional d’Art de Catalunya
©MNAC.MuseuNacional d’Art de Catalunya

Karl Heinrich Lämmel | Düsseldorf
(Germany),1930s

Impression fromDüsseldorf:aman
withhisbicycle standingonasquare

in front of abuilding.
©Karl Heinrich Lämmel /

United Archives

VincenzoBalocchi | Firenze (Italy),
1938

Silver gelatin print
Astreet inFirenze,that could– in fact
–be located inanycity in theworld.
Theshadowsofpeoplepassingby
create sharpgeometrical patterns,
leavingan impressionof thespeed

and rhythmofmodern life.
©Fratelli AlinariMuseumCollections

–Balocchi archive,Firenze
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Holger Damgaard | Copenhagen
(Denmark),1920s
Gelatin dry plate
Women’s gymnastics in Agnete
Bertrams (1893-1983) sports school.
©POLFOTO

Gaston Paris | Paris (France),1937
Variety showat theFolies-Bergère.

Roger-Viollet collections
©Gaston Paris / Roger-Viollet
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Hehas the eye of the beholder
The vision and skills to turn each image into a time capsule

The enthusiasmand precision to produce pictures that burn into ourminds
The soul of an artist,making every photo a unique creation

He is a curator ofmemories,a conservator of stories big and small
He – or she
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Gaston Paris | France,1937-1938
Photographic film
Self-portrait reflected in a carousel.
CollectionGaston Paris
©Gaston Paris / Roger-Viollet
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This exhibition space is dedicated to all photographers of the
past and the present:to the technical geniuses that furthered
photography by inventing or perfecting techniques;to the
masters of the artistic image,who have pushed photography
out of its comfort zone to go and take on innovative forms,
more depth of expression,new concepts of beauty;tomen,
women and children all across theworld,who have helped
constructing themonumental canvas that is our visual past,
by looking through the lens and pressing the button.
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Ferrier Soulier | Ferrier Soulier studio,113 boulevard Sebastopol
- Paris (France),ca.1890
Gelatin dry plate
Photographic studiomanufacturing stereoscopicplates.
Collection:EuropeanCities at the end of the 20th Century
©Ferrier-Soulier / Roger-Viollet

VincenzoBalocchi | Firenze (Italy),1938
Silver gelatin print
Photographer atworkat thePiazzadellaSignoria.
©Alinari Archives,Firenze

Central News | Downing Street –
London (UnitedKingdom),
21/06/1922
Gelatin dry plate
ThePremierpurchasingan
AlexandraDay rose from
Mrs.Jackson inDowningStreet,
London.
©TopFoto.co.uk
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Alfieri | 19/01/1921
Gelatin dry plate
AprettyFrench femalepress
photographer on theRiviera.
©TopFoto.co.uk

JohnTopham | Sidcup–Kent
(UnitedKingdom),1939
Gelatin dry plate
Apressphotographer in anARP
(AirRaidPrecautions) gas suit,
takingpicturesat thedemonstration
inSidcup,Kent.
©JohnTopham /TopFoto.co.uk
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TopFoto’sJohanBalean about EuropeanaPhotography,against the backdrop of the fragilewonder of early photography.

The joy of editing pictures fromTopFoto’s submission to EuropeanaPhotography cannot be described in
words. It can only really be seen in the fabulous pictures that have surfaced from the archives during this
3 year,EU-funded project.One has to appreciate all of the contributing factors that create an image,
that has lasted a century ormore, for us to be able to understand the value ofwhatwe see now in this
exhibition:the quality of thematerials and the chemical processes needed to prime and develop every
negative and positive,any errorwould have resulted in a failed image or a faded,de-composed original
unable towithstand the test of time. The technical skill of the photographer,mastering light to capture
the desired result, the setting up of the shot, the framing, the angle.
Capturing themoment, the French photographer Henri Cartier-Bresson later keyed the phrase“the
decisivemoment”and the great photographers throughout the history of photography have attained the
sense ofwhen to press the shutter. Indeed for the early photographers the challengeswere greater,with
longer shutter speeds required and less chances (photographic plates) to get it right.
The careful conservation of these photographic riches cannot be underestimated, from the time theywere
taken to today’s digital preservation and beyond.An element of luck -whether that be the photographer
finding themself in the right place at the right time,or the image surviving through conflict zones and its
generalmovement across theworld and back again.
Although it is said that a picture tells a thousandwords,withoutwordswe are unable to find pictures in
an internet saturatedwith imagery.So finally,particularly in press archives,one has to give full credit to
the peoplewho captioned the images, to tell the story behind them,forwithoutwhichwewould have lost
an indispensable layer of place,purpose andmeaning.

Ernest Brooks | France,1914-1918
Gelatin dry plate
All geared-up:famouswar
photographerErnestBrooks.
©Ernest Brooks / TopFoto.co.uk

JohnTopham | 24/08/1937
Gelatin dry plate
Acameraman takesphotoswhile
akestrel sitswaiting.
©JohnTopham /TopFoto.co.uk

Carles Batlle Ensesa | Canet d’Adri –
Girona (Spain),1920
Gelatin dry plate
ArchitectRafelMasówithhiswife
EsperançaBru,hisbrotherJoanMasó
andMariaGuri,out ona trip
inCanetd’Adri.
Collection :Fons Carles Batlle Ensesa
©Ajuntament deGirona

Planet | PelshamRye (United
Kingdom),29/04/1932
Theall India cricket team,touring
England that season,played its
firstmatch in this countrywhen
theymetMrTGScott's teamat
PelshamRye,Sussex.
SyedWazir Ali (left) andJ.Navle
areat thecenter of thepress
photographers’attention.

©TopFoto.co.uk
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Anonymous | Prater –Vienna (Austria),
ca.1930
Silver gelatin print
Photographer takinga funnypicture
in theWurstelprater–awell-known
view inVienna.
Christian Brandstätter Collection
© IMAGNO / Austrian Archives

KlementynaZubrzycka-Bączkowska |
Raszówki (Poland),1910
Silver gelatin print
Picnic inRaszówki forest:
FranciszkaZubrzyckawithdaughters
andhome teacher.
Collection KlementynaZubrzycka-
Bączkowska
©MHF

Mario Castagneri | via Passarella
-Milan (Italy),1922
Silver gelatin print
VittoriaCastagneriwith
a reflex camera inMario
Castagneri's studio.
©Alinari Archives,Firenze

Anonymous | 1905
Aphotographer inhis studio.
ABACollection
©Arbejdermuseet
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KlementynaZubrzycka-Bączkowska | Beskids
island (Poland),ca.1910
Silver gelatin print
Aphotographer ona forest road.
Collection KlementynaZubrzycka-Bączkowska
©MHF

Planet | RottenRow -HydePark
(UnitedKingdom),11/05/1934

HydeParksnapshots.
Oneof theamateurphotographers

whowere inducedby thewarm
sunshine tobring their camerasout
ofwinter retirement,was littleJune
DixonWright, 'snapping' her sister

HeatherDixonWright.
©TopFoto.co.uk
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laborers’minds fromgritty everyday routine.
In the last quarter of the century,however, initiatives to
further theworking and living conditions of laborers bore
fruits, the unions obtaining a rise ofwages, the reduction of
theworkweek and the introduction of vacation days and free
weekends. In the sameperiod,middle-class professionals
loosened their work ethics,cumulatively generating an
increase inwork-free time and amore receptive climate
towards leisure and play.
Under these circumstances, the late 19th centurywitnessed
the birth ofmodern leisure.Teamsportswere all the new rage,
with amateur,professional and school teamsuniting players
fromdifferent layers of society.Stadiumswere built and
visited by a community of supporters thatwas equally
heterogeneous,andwomen started competing in sports such
as tennis or croquet.While visits to local pubs continued to be
a favorite pastime, interest in cultural activities - such as
concerts ormuseumvisits - grewaswell; the entertainment
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The 19th century – age of industrialization, immigration and
democratization – thoroughly changed theway people lived,
including patterns of leisure and recreation.Overall,during
the early decades of the Industrial Revolution,popular leisure
traditions declined substantially: inmiddle and high class
families, the newworking context and business ethics
reshaped free time activities toward respectable domestic
pastimes - such as reading or playing the piano -
demonstrating an aim for personal improvement and family
cohesion.
Workers had less time andmeans for play,and suffered the
consequences of governmental attempts to limit
‘inappropriate’ forms of amusement,such as playing cards or
betting on animal contests.Drinking,nevertheless, remained
an important pastime and bars sprouted throughoutworking-
class neighborhoods.As for any other activity, themain
criterionwas inexpensiveness:attending cheap concerts or
circus shows,could at least for a fewhours relieve the
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Tage Christensen | NorthernZealand
(Denmark),1930s
Gelatin dry plate
Womenatabeach.
©POLFOTO

Anonymous | Vienna (Austria),ca.1910
Lantern slide
School kidsengaging in tug
ofwar (ropepulling).
Christian Brandstätter Collection
© IMAGNO / Austrian Archives



industry -with itsmanymusic halls, theatres and cinemas–
boomed,as did the popularity of cycling and other outdoor
activities - strolls,boat rides and picnics.Some leisure
pursuits had a substantial social component:engaging in a
friendly bowling game,meeting in a bar to occupy the billiard
table,orwowneighbors and friends by showing off the
newestmotorcycle or racing car.
Many such an off-timemoment has been captured not by
amateur photographers only,but by professionals aswell;
Gaston Paris [Parisienne dePhotographie 3368-11,9218-2,
13688-7], for instance - the only salaried photographer for the
FrenchweeklymagazineVu - carried outmany photo reports
documenting the 1930s’ favorite pastimes:fromworld
exhibitions and prestigious sports events, to glamorous
recitals and theater performances.Paris himself contributed
to the leisure industry not onlywith this type of reportages,
common to photographer-reporters of that era,butwith his
visual renditions of horror stories andmelodramas featuring
gangsters and vamps forDetectiveMagazine aswell.
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Holger Damgaard | Fanø (Denmark),1923
Acar at thebeachon the islandFanø.
©POLFOTO

Anonymous | Poland,1933
Sledgingcavalcade inasmall
Polish town.
© ICIMSS

Holger Damgaard | Copenhagen
(Denmark),1920s
Gelatin dry plate
Boys inabowlinghall after
reorganizing thepinsand returning
thebowlingball to theplayers.
©POLFOTO

Anonymous | ca.1920
Highlanders in traditional
costumesplayingbilliards
withpriests.
© ICIMSS
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[Would especiallymatchwith Lithuanian ArtMuseumFi-1579]
Next to individual pastimes,organized recreation too enjoyed
a boost in earlymodern Europe:from themid-19th century
onwards, the so-called ‘public recreationmovement’
encouraged the establishment and spread of institutionalized
free time activities and facilities by governments and
voluntary organisms,aiming for a positive social outcome.
Next to focusing on the development of parks and
playgrounds, thismovement favored adult education to

stimulate intellectual cultivation and continuing personal
improvement.Public lectureswere installed,municipal
librarieswere constructed and courses for adultswere set up
for fundamental education aswell as for ‘self-fulfillment’.The
latter category embraced all kinds of liberal programs, from
arts and crafts tomusic, theatre,dance and literature.Awide
range of short- and long-term course trajectorieswould
henceforth enable everyone to uncover and practice his or her
innate talents.

Foto Lux | Girona (Spain),ca.1939
Cellulose nitrate film
Giantsandbig-headersatOli square.
Collection:Foto Lux
©Ajuntament deGirona

Anonymous | Lithuania,1926
Groupportrait.Painting lessons
in thedrawstudioby lecturerJonas
Šileika,a famousLithuanianpainter
andschoolmaster.
©Lietuvos dail�smuziejus /
Lithuanian ArtMuseum
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In earlymodern Europe, tourismevolved into a leisure
industry thatwas no longer the exclusive privilege of the rich
and famous,but camewithin reach of themiddle andworking
class aswell. In the early 19th century, journeys throughout
Europe for health reasons and cultural education - necessary
to enablemingling in high society circles -were already
commonpractice among themiddle class.Butwith transport
innovations, the tourist industry boomed: in themid-19th
century,steamships and trainsmade traveling faster,cheaper
andmore comfortable,soon enabling short,‘domestic’ visits
to the coast and the countryside aswell as international tours
and travels to destinations as far away as theUnited States
andNewZealand.Just after the turn of the century, the first
national tourist offices opened their doors.
Pictures attesting to the tourists’adventures,highlighting the
extremity of the experience (climbing amountain), the joy and
carelessness of the occasion (splashing around in the sea

with friends) or boasting exotic landscapes and people,were
highly desirable souvenirs.Postcards adornedwith such
images lived their heydays in the 1890s,stimulated by the
success of cards depicting the newly constructed Eiffel Tower.
In the early 20th century,Kodak even launched a ‘Real Photo’
postcards-service, that allowed travelers to create postcards
from their ownpictures.

Giotto Dainelli | La Saxe -
Courmayeur (Italy),1912

Gelatin dry plate
Climbonboulder for exercise

in LaSaxe.
Collection:Giotto Dainell’s Fund

©SGI / ICCU

Karl Heinrich Lämmel | Koblenz
(Germany),1930s
People sittingby theshore
of the riverRhine.
©Karl Heinrich Lämmel /
United Archives

Tadeusz Rząca | TatraMountains
(Poland),ca.1915
Autochrome
ViewofMorskieOko - thebiggest
andmost famousglacial lake
of theTatraMountains.
This is anexampleof the first
techniqueof color photography:
autochrome.The iconography
andphotographic effect remain
close to thecontemporary style
ofpainting,while thesubject
illustrates thebeginnings
of tourism in theTatra region.
Collection:Autochromes
of Tadeusz Rząca
©MHF
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Since its invention in 1839,photography as a visually
descriptivemediumhas been used to record, informand
report:photographic images offer a view of realitywith a high
measure of authenticity and authority,almost as trustworthy
as seen through our own eyes.This quality and the
importance adhered to it,explain to some extent the early
popularity of documentary photography.As awhole, this
photographic repertoire attests to the transformation of
Europe, juxtaposing disappearing habits and customs,
upcoming tendencies and new ideas in ever-changing
cityscapes.
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FrederikTruyen
coordinator of EuropeanaPhotography for KU Leuven,delivers a passionate plea for early photography

Whenwe set out for this project,our goal was to deliver a fewhundred thousand early photographic images
to Europeana.Sincewehad developed a broad network through previous projects,wewere able to
establish a large consortiumof high-end photographic archives.The opulence of their collections came to
light early on in the project,during our first content seminar,atwhich each partner showcased a selection
of his/her photographs.The treasure troves that surfacedwere of awealth and quality far beyond
expectation.Of course,we’d had some idea of the holdings of themost renownedWestern European
collections,but the smaller collections fromnewer European states turned out to offer almost infinite
possibilities to uncover hitherto unseen images.We immediately realized, that - nomatterwhat -wewould
nevermeet againwithout looking at each other’s photographs andmaking the image our focus of attention.
This trajectory hasmadeEuropeanaPhotography stand out fromall other projects I’ve been involved in till
now. I’ve becomeutterly fascinated by the original glass plates, theway theywere handled, theway they let
us discover their contents as if theyweremagic boxes. It also changedmyunderstanding of Europe, its
geography, the emergence of its cities; it is all right there,documented by themost gifted observers,who
captured, framed and codified original emotions through the intricate chemistry of photography.Looking
through the lens of these photographers, tomemeans reflection rather than observation, reveriemore than
history,awe above admiration.Having the opportunity to discuss thiswith colleagues fromall over Europe,
to share this passion for the photograph,was and is amotivating experience.More than a professional
resonance, this project has created personalmeaning tome: I will never be able to look at family photos
againwithout having these images of long forgone pasts at the back ofmymind. I hope this exhibitionwill
radiate that fascination and share someof this passion.

JohnTopham | Swanscombe
(UnitedKingdom),1938
Gelatin dry plate
Lovers Lane,Swanscombe.
©JohnTopham /TopFoto.co.uk

JohnTopham | UnitedKingdom,
25/10/1937
Gelatin dry plate
CaptainBolton,onhishorse, is
flankedbywaitersproviding titbits
for thehounds.Hunting is still a
featureof theUnitedKingdombut
thekey to this image is theactivity
of thewaiters:feeding thedogs from
silver serviceat a timewheremany
were struggling inpoverty.
©JohnTopham /TopFoto.co.uk
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In the 19th century, the process of urbanization took a
decisive turn:as the new industries required a concentration
of labor close to power sources,such aswater and steam,
small areaswere to house large populations ofworkers.
Housing conditionswere oftenmiserable,and laborersmostly
lived in polluted and crowded slums reigned by violence and
disease.Still, thousands of people fled the countryside to go
live in the city,attracted by the promise of paidwork.Within
the span of a fewdecades, industrial villages grew to towns
and cities,and the formerly scattered pattern of highly
populated regions transformed into an earlymodern Europe
dominated by buzzingmetropolises.
More people in the city,meant a need formore steady
commercial zones:shops replaced itinerant salesmen,and

already in the 1830s the first department storeswere to open
their doors,kicking off a newera of big trading businesses.To
accommodate shopkeepers and consumers,street plans
were often designed as a grid,allowing city centers to expand
infinitely but thereby neglecting social concerns and human
needs.
Reacting to the failures of the industrial city, the late 19th
century saw the rise of a socialmovement for urban reform.
Urban planningwas to allow the dreams of an ideal city,
providing adequate sanitation infrastructure and a good
circulation of people and goods in an aesthetically satisfying
setting, to come true.With new legislations supporting such
plans andwith the erection of a large amount of new
structures,housing conditions gradually improved towards

JosephKordysh | Kyiv (Ukraine),1870s
Photographic paper print
Viewof theprimarybuildings in
Andrew’sDescentandBlackFilth str.
(nowFrolowskaja str.) inKyiv.
Collection JosephKordysh
©OneStreetMuseum

Anonymous (photoworkshop
of Kiev-Pechersk Lavra) | Kiev
(Ukraine),ca.1895-1905
Photographicpaperprint
View fromthesouthof theKiev-
PecherskLavra -auniquemonastery
complex,datingback from1051.
Today, it is included inUNESCO’s
worldheritage list.This imageshows
thehouseholdyardat the turn
of the20thcentury.
Collection:Photos of photoworkshop
of Kiev-Pechersk Lavra
©National Kyiv-PecherskHistorical
Cultural Preserve

Anonymous | Anderlecht (Belgium)
Gelatin dry plate
Exterior viewofworker’s houses
bya fieldwithgrazing sheep.
CollectionVerwilghen
©KULeuven
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One of Europe’smost important city plannerswasGeorges-
Eugène,BaronHaussmann (1809-1891):his design for a Paris
with straight arterial boulevards and a symmetrical
positioning of squares,encompassed the demolition of
antiquated structures, the construction of upscale
apartments and the displacement of poor people fromcentral
areas aswell.This plan inspired reforms inmany European
cities until the turn of the 20th century.
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the end of the 19th century, furthered by the enhancement of
the urban environment by the implementation of play areas,
sports grounds and other facilities for outdoor recreation.
Public parks in particular offered an escape fromdaily life by
imbedding an almost romantic landscape idiom in cityscapes
dominated by business and industry.

Central News |Westminster – London
(UnitedKingdom),24/02/1922
Gelatin dry plate
TheLCCElections,a canvasser’s
posterwalk.The imageevokes the
time inwhichwomen’s voting in the
UnitedKingdomwasstill restricted
to specific conditions.With socialism
spreading,this anti-socialist
message is very topical to theperiod.
©TopFoto.co.uk

Anonymous | Sønderborg - Southern
Jutland (Denmark),1926-1928
TheconstructionofSønderborg
bridge,connectingJutlandwith the
islandofAls.The imageattests to the
quantity ofworkandworkers required
for sucha job,almost100yearsago.
ABACollection
©Arbejdermuseet

Anonymous | Fuen–Odense
(Denmark),ca.1925
TheMayDaydemonstration in
thestreetsofOdense:botha festive
occasionandanopportunity for
people to let their voicebeheard.
ABACollection
©Arbejdermuseet
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[Transport & traffic;would fit with POLFOTO 37255448,MHF
742/II/103,United ArchivesUNA_01757562,NALIS AR1,
Ajuntament deGirona / CRDI 063209 and LX0127]
Cityscapeswere altered by technological, industry-driven
advances in the domain of transportation aswell: in the
beginning of the 19th century,massive road and canal
building programswere instigated,steamshipswere to be
found on everymajor streamand infrastructure allowing for
oceanic transport soon followed.The railway, initially intended
to haul coal frommines,was developed for intercity transport
during the 1820s and commercially exploited from the 1830s
on, fanning out to all western European countries in the next
decades.

Holger Damgaard | Copenhagen
(Denmark),14/05/1931
GrafZeppelin inCopenhagen.
©POLFOTO

PawełMussil | Branice –Krakow
(Poland),ca.1931
Silver gelatin print
HelenaKosińskaandZofiaMussil
onamotorcycle,by themanor
house inBranice.
Collection:Photo albums
of theKosiński Family
©MHF

Foto Lux | Girona (Spain),ca.1930
Gelatin dry plate
Advertising image forMichelin tires,
withacarpositioned in themiddle
of theGironacathedral stairs.
Collection:Foto Lux
©Ajuntament deGirona

Karl Heinrich Lämmel | Germany,
1930s
Cruisingwith theKöln
Düsseldorferwhite fleet
in themiddleRhine valley.
©Karl Heinrich Lämmel /
United Archives
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Starting from the latter part of the century,mechanized
vehicles came to dominate transportation,soon causing
automobiles and buses to congest the streets in older city
parts.City planners had no choice but to take these
considerations as a focal point in their reforming activities,
designing – among others – new roads,bridges and traffic
circulation plans,aswell as subway systems thatwere to
transport theworking and shoppingmasses of London and
Paris from the beginning of the 20th century onwards.
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Josep Jou Parés | Girona (Spain),1923
Gelatin dry plate
PeixateriesVellesbridge.
©Ajuntament deGirona

PenchoDokov | Troyan (Bulgaria),
02/06/1938
Gelatin dry plate
Anairplanedraws theattention
of the inhabitantsofTroyan.
©Museumof crafts and applied arts,
Troyan -NALIS
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Ayuntament deGirona / CRDI
SPAIN -www.girona.cat/crdi
The Centre for ImageResearch andDiffusion in Girona (CRDI)
was created in 1997,with a view to housing the existing Image
Archive andmanage its rapid growth.The CRDI is a
department of theRecordsManagement,Archives and
Publications Service (SGDAP) of theGirona City Council.The
mission of the CRDI is to gain knowledge of, to protect, to
promote and to disseminateGirona’s photographic heritage.
With 3,8million photographs,1.000 original films,9.000 hours
of TV records,and 2.000 hours of radio broadcasts,CRDI has
achieved its aim of collecting photographs and audiovisual
material that reflect and record every aspect of the city’s past
and present.

Arbejdermuseet&ArbejderbevægelsensBibliotek og Arkiv
DENMARK -www.arbejdermuseet.dk
The LaborMovement’s Library and Archives
(ArbejderbevægelsensBibliotek og Arkiv) was founded in 1908
and holds 100 years of documentation on theDanish labor
movement,amongwhich approximately 3million photos.The
largest collections are the press collections from the social
democratic newspaper Socialdemokraten (later:Aktuelt) and
the communist newspaper Land og Folk. In 2004, themerge
withTheWorkers’Museum (Arbejdermuseet) was completed,
integrating themuseum’s extensive photo collections from
trade unions and private persons. Its holdings containmany
portraits,mostly of prominent Danes,but also of international
celebrities and of nearly every aspect of everyday life in
Denmark.
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This exhibition is thework ofmany hands, in the first place
those of the representatives of the 19 partners involved in
EuropeanaPhotography.Stemming from13member states,
these organizations boast awide range of backgrounds and
businessmodels: frompublic and private photo archives,
museums and universities to commercial photo-agencies.
They have joined forces to not only deliver awide variety of
early photographic content to Europeana,but to assemble
someof theirmost exquisite treasures into theAll our
yesterdays-collection aswell.
A brief presentation.

Fondazione Alinari / Alinari Archive Firenze
ITALY -www.alinarifondazione.it
Fratelli Alinari Archives, founded in Firenze in 1852, is the
oldest foundation in theworld still active in the field of
photography. In 1985 the Fratelli AlinariMuseumof the
History of Photography,with the Library of theHistory of
Photography, joined the original ‘historical’ institutions, i.e. the
Archives, the Art Printworks and the PublishingHouse. In
September 1998,Fratelli Alinari.Fondazione per la storia
della Fotografiawas established,with the objective of safe-
guarding,promoting and valorizing photography and
photographic history,aswell as the figurative arts in general.
Among the responsibilities of the Foundation,are the creation
and promotion of exhibition activities aswell as the
management of theMNAF - the Alinari NationalMuseumof
Photography that opened in 2006 - and the technical and
didactic activities that take place on its premises in Firenze’s
Leopoldine.Today Alinari is the guardian of a photographic
corpus of over 5.000.000 pictures – a collectionwith few
equals in theworld.
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ICCU
ITALY -www.iccu.sbn.it
Istituto centrale per il catalogo unico delle biblioteche italiane
ICCU is a branch of the ItalianMinistry for Cultural Heritage
andActivities. It has a deep expertise in digitization standards
and guidelines. It coordinatesmajor digital cultural heritage
projects at the national level: Internet Culturale (launched in
2001),which is an integrated portal to digital resources of
Italian libraries;CulturaItalia, the Italian culture portal.At the
European level, ICCU coordinated the European projects
ATHENA,DC-NETand INDICATE; it is currently coordinating
LinkedHeritage and it is involved in Europeana Judaica,
Europeana Awareness,Europeana 1914-1918,Partage Plus
andArrowPlus. In the framework of EuropeanaPhotography,
CCUhas associated the ItalianGeographical Society, founded
in 1867. Its Photographic Archive includesmore than 150,000
pictures documenting places,people and landscapes of
almost all regions of the earth.Awide portion of the historical
collectionswas donated directly by travelers after their
explorations.

Generalitat de Catalunya
SPAIN -www.gencat.cat/cultura
Themission of the Culture Department of the Autonomous
Government of Catalonia is to preserve,promote and
disseminate all forms of art and culture.TheDepartment is
responsible for government policy regarding creative
industries,cultural heritage, libraries,museums and archives,
aiming for creativity and innovation.GenCat cooperateswith
several Catalan cultural institutions,amongwhose three
leading photographic collection holders have been integrated
in the Culture Department:the ArxiuNacional de Catalunya
(ANC) - a prestigious archival institution in Catalonia, that
specifically encourages projects connectedwith collective
memory building;theMuseuNacional d’Art de Catalunya
(MNAC),Catalonia’smost important artmuseum,embracing
all arts and housing a photographic collection boasting key
pieces of the 19th and 20th century;and theMuseu
d’Arqueologia de Catalunya (MAC),a network ofmuseums and
archaeological sites, fathering an important collection of
photos aswell.These institutions are the source of the
Catalonian images supplied to EuropanaPhotography and to
this exhibition.
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CyprusUniversity of Technology [associated partner]
CYPRUS - http://www.cut.ac.cy
CyprusUniversity of Technology (CUT)was established in 2004
and enrolled its first students in 2007. It is a new,public and
independent university,aspiring to develop into amodern,
pioneering center for education and (applied) research in
leading branches of science and technology.Over the past
four years,CUThas been involved inmany substantially
funded research projects,helped by an advanced university
infrastructure and technological equipment.These assets
enable CUT to range among the strongest academic
institutions on the island,boasting specialized research units
directed by distinguished professionals.TheDigital Heritage
Lab (DHL), focusing exclusively on education, research,
technology and development of documentation regarding
cultural heritage,has been supported by European research
funds since its creation in 2012.TheDHLhas established a
cooperationwith Cyprus’major cultural heritage
stakeholders,such as theDepartment of Antiquities, the
Church of Cyprus and theMinistry of Education of Culture. In
addition,DHLcollaborates closelywith several renown
international research and development institutes.

Divadelný ústav
SLOVAKREPUBLIC -www.theatre.sk
Themission of the state funded theatre institute Divadelný
ústav (founded in 1961) is to provide the Slovak and
international publicwith full-fledged information services
regarding Slovak theatre.TheTheatre Documentation,
Information andDigitizationDepartment collects,preserves
and presentsmaterials related to the Slovak professional
theatre from its creation in 1920 until present days.The
Theatre Research Centre focuses on historical research.The
PublishingDepartment is dedicated to research into
contemporary Slovak and international theatre and to the
publication of theatrical literature.The Institute enjoys the
special status of Public Specialized Archive (2002) and
Museumof theTheatre Institute (2006).
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KULeuven [project coordinator]
BELGIUM–www.kuleuven.be
Founded in 1425,KU Leuven bears the double honor of being
the oldest existing Catholic university in theworld and the
oldest university in the LowCountries.KU Leuven is a
research-intensive, internationally oriented university,
strongly inter- andmultidisciplinary in focus.TheMedia Lab
of the Institute for Cultural Studies (CS/Digital) at the Faculty
of Arts,specializes in e-learning for theHumanities and
digital cultural heritage. It has run several projects involving
the innovative use of digital images inHumanities education.
Moreover, the photo lab of the Faculty of Arts hosts the dArts
digital photo repository,which currently holds over 375.000
digitized imageswith high-qualitymetadata.Recently,
CS/Digital has joined forceswith theUniversity Library and
with research groups Alamire Foundation and Illuminare, to
constitute theKU LeuvenDigital Lab:a center of expertise in
digital imaging, involved in high-end digitization,art-technical
imaging and visualization.The images provided to
EuropeanaPhotography stem from theKULeuvenCentral
Library’s holdings;alongwith the other collections and
organizations involved in the project, these treasureswill be
featured in a dedicated issue of CS/Digital’s ownpeer-
reviewed academic journal Image [&]Narrative.

KMKG [technical partner]
BELGIUM -www.kmkg-mrah.be
KMKG (KoninklijkeMusea voor Kunst enGeschiedenis) is a
scientific research institute that functions under the Federal
Belgian Science Policy government. It has the governmental
responsibility over awide range ofmuseums– specialized in
prehistoric artefacts,Art Nouveau jewelry andJapanese
prints, to namebut a few -with the task to define their overall
philosophy and fundamentalmission.KMKG’s assignment
encompasses,among others, the preservation,management
and publication of collections by developing the central
collection database, the collection publishing portal and the
data aggregator environment;the improvement of digital
collections and public services;and establishing a close
cooperation between scientific institutions on a national and
international level by exchanging digital data and
technological expertise.
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ICIMSS
POLAND -www.icimss.edu.pl
StowarzyszenieMiedzynarodoweCentrumZarzadzania
Informacja or ICIMSS is a scientific association,uniting 62
members fromover 20 countries and focusing its activities on
information,education,and culture. ICIMSSholds an
extensive database for information services,organizes short
courses and promotes intercultural communication and
research. ICIMSSparticipates in awide selection of projects,
including 15 EC funded projects by such programs as
TEMPUS, IST,eTEN,Leonardo daVinci,eContent,andCentral
Europe. ICIMSShas contributed to the international project
MINERVA,devoted to coordination digitization activities in
Europe. In the framework of the project Athena, ICIMSS
delivered to Europeana ca.30.000 pictures - partly to be
consulted through the Pictures-bank portal aswell - froma
collection of ca.200.000 pictures.More of these treasureswill
be valorized through content delivery to
EuropeanaPhotography.

IMAGNOBrandstätter Images
AUSTRIA -www.imagno.at
Photo agency IMAGNOwas founded by collector and
publisher Dr.Christian Brandstätter. IMAGNOhas a collection
of historical archives encompassingmore than 2million
photographs and art reproductions, thereby functioning as a
visualmemory for art,culture and history.The collection
focuses onCentral and Eastern Europe, featuringmajor
events and celebrities aswell as daily life and everyday
people of the 19th and 20th centuries. IMAGNOservices are
designed formedia and advertising professionals looking for
excellent image quality to furnish their products, ranging from
newspaper productions and high-glossmagazines toTV
documentaries,print advertising,sumptuous picture books,
and top notch exhibitions.
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NTUA [technical partner]
GREECE -www.image.ece.ntua.gr
TheNational Technical University of Athens’School of
Computer andElectrical Engineering has been the host of the
IVML - Image,Video and IntelligentMultimedia Systems Lab -
since 1988.Up till now, IVMLhas been involved inmore than a
100R&Dprojects,half of which have been funded by the
EuropeanCommission. IVMLhas been a key technological
member in Digital Libraries and particularly in the Europeana
environment.TheMINT-tool,developed by the lab,allows for
the ingestion ofmetadata frommultiple sources, themapping
of imported catalogue records to an intermediate schemaand
the transformation and storage ofmetadata in a repository.
MINThas been successfully used inmany Europeana-
projects dealingwith aggregation,content analysis and
interoperability issues.

NALIS
BULGARIA -www.nalis.bg
TheNALIS (National Academic Library and Information
System) Foundationwas established in 2009 by threemajor
Bulgarian academic libraries in Bulgariawith the support of
the America for Bulgaria Foundation. Its sole purpose then,
was to create a unified online catalogue of theBulgarian
research and university libraries.Two years later - and after
having started fromscratch -NALIS offersmore than 1million
bibliographic records in a freely accessible online catalogue
and has embarked onmajor digitization and retro-conversion
activities.NALIS is involved in other aspects of themodern
library practice aswell, such as popularization of
international standards and best practices,and
terminological clarifications.
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Lithuanian ArtMuseum
LITHUANIA -www.ldm.lt
The Lithuanian ArtMuseum,amember of ICOM,has been a
nationalmuseumsince 1997.Having a public institution
established in 1907marked the beginning of its history.The
museumhas valuable collections of fine art,applied arts and
folk art aswell as a rich library,an archive and a photo archive.
Since 2009 it has been responsible for organizing and
coordinating digitization activities at Lithuanianmuseums
and functions an approved administrator and a recognized
national training center.For this purpose, the special branch
LithuanianMuseums’Centre for Information,Digitization and
LIMISwas established in 2009.

MHFKrakow
POLAND -www.mhf.krakow.pl
TheWalery RzewuskiMuseumofHistory of Photography in
Krakowwas founded in 1986 and owns over 70.000 objects -
photographs and photographic equipment - constituting a
rich collection that covers the history of photography from its
beginnings to the present days.The collection includes press,
documentary,portrait,amateur and artistic photography,
mostly fromPoland.The permanent exhibition also presents
early techniques and the development of photographic
technology.TheMuseum’s collection has been regularly
catalogued in the digital database since 1997,and is subject
to digitization activities since 2000.Amilestone in this
processwasMHF’s participation in the funding program run
by the PolishMinistry of Culture andNational Heritage.The
Museumhas its ownwebsite,which allows for a systematical
public valorization of its holdings through an on-line
catalogue - one of the first of its kind in Poland.
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SCBALI [associated partner]
UKRAIN -www.scbali.com
Specialized Center BALI,a company based in Kiev, ranges
among itsmany activities in international business the
development and distribution of software in the cultural,
science and education sectors.SCBALI has an extensive
track record in participating in EUprojects:not only did it
contribute to the LinkedHeritage Project, it also has
experience in delivering content to Europeana.For
EuropeanaPhotography,SCBALI functions as the collector of
photographic collections belonging to Ukrainian libraries and
archives,helpingwithmetadata preparation and content
delivery.

Promoter srl [technical project coordinator]
ITALY -www.promoter.it
Promoterwas founded in 1996 and specializes in software
development,systemdesign, technology transfer,
academy/industry collaboration,consultancy and project
management.Culture and research institutes aswell as
private companiesworldwide hadPromoter as a technical
coordinator and consultant to assist their projects for
improving innovation.Promoter is also the editor of the portal
www.digitalmeetsculture.net,ameeting point for collecting
and sharing information and events involving digital culture.
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Parisienne dePhotographie
FRANCE -www.parisenimages.fr |
www.parisiennedephotographie.fr
Parisienne dePhotographie is a local,semi-public enterprise
created in 2005 by the City of Paris to digitize its photographic
and iconographic collections andmanage the reproduction
rights.The collectionsmanaged by Parisienne de
Photographie include theRoger-Viollet archive,one of
France’s oldest photographic agencieswith holdings covering
over 150 years of Parisian,French and International history.At
their deaths in 1985, the founders of the agency bequeathed
close to 6million photos to the City of Paris. In 2005, the
agencywas integrated into the Parisienne dePhotographie
group.Also a part of Parisienne dePhotographie’s portfolio,
are photographs and art reproductions frommajor Parisian
museums and libraries such asMuséeCarnavalet (history of
Paris), the City’s historical library, theMuseumofModern Art,
Petit Palais (19th century fine arts),MuséeGalliera (fashion),
and theVictor Hugo- andBalzac-houses.

POLFOTOJP/PolitikensHus A/S
DENMARK -www.polfoto.dk
POLFOTO - part ofmedia groupJP/Politiken,which publishes
three of Denmark’s largest newspapers - is the leadingDanish
photo agency.Founded in 1959,POLFOTO’s archives date back
to the 1860s, representing someof themost awardwinning
photographers in history.POLFOTO is the exclusive agent for
Associated Press andCorbis in Denmark,and cooperateswith
a long list of talented freelance photographers andmore than
80 photo agencies around theworld.POLFOTO consists of a
news service,which supplies theDanish newspaperswith
photos,and a sales department servicing a broad range of
customerswith high-quality images.
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TopFoto
UNITEDKINGDOM-www.topfoto.co.uk
TopFoto is an independent picture library,based 45minutes
south of London in Edenbridge,Kent.Living up to itsmotto
“the imagery of nearly everything”,TopFoto’s archive contains
10million images frommedieval documents to today’s digital
files,stemming fromall over theworld.The core of the
hardcopy archive comprises of 120.000 negatives fromJohn
Topham (photographer andTopFoto’s founder) plusmillions of
negatives and hardcopy prints froma variety of historic press
agencies that have been collected since 1975 by the current
owner,Alan Smith.TopFoto supplies primarily editorial
content to clients,but its pictures are reproduced in all other
areas of visual publication aswell.TopFoto has been a
pioneer in implementing new technologies,such as
digitization and electronic image transfer,and has formed
close links to partners in over 40 countries around theworld.

United Archives
GERMANY-www.united-archives.com
United Archiveswas founded in Amsterdam in 1956 as
Kövesdi Press Agency,andwas re-baptized in 2007.Kövesdi
originally was a press photo agencywith offices in allmajor
European cities,supplying publisherswith pictures linked to
cinema,actors and television. It producedmaterial on sets,
but also acquired archiveswith images dating from the
beginning of cinemahistory,aswell as complete photographic
oeuvres.Thesemostly stem from the early 20th century
onwards,and showall aspects of everyday life,cultural,
historical and social events.Anno 2014,United Archives is still
verymuch attached to its cinematographic roots: it’s involved
in a project to produce stills fromearly documentary films,
revealing stunning details that go unnoticed inmoving clips.A
huge part of United Archives’collection remains unexplored,
and - in view of thewhole - only very fewof its images have
been digitized so far.EuropeanaPhotography has proven to be
an excellent occasion to explore and showcase a substantial
amount of these unseen photographs.
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